Abstract-As organizations increase their reliance on, possibly distributed, information systems for daily business, they become more vulnerable to security breaches even as they gain productivity and efficiency advantages. Though a number of techniques, such as encryption and electronic signatures, are currently available to protect data when transmitted across sites, a truly comprehensive approach for data protection must also include mechanisms for enforcing access control policies based on data contents, subject qualifications and characteristics, and other relevant contextual information, such as time. It is well understood today that the semantics of data must be taken into account in order to specify effective access control policies. Also, techniques for data integrity and availability specifically tailored to database systems must be adopted. In this respect, over the years the database security community has developed a number of different techniques and approaches to assure data confidentiality, integrity, and availability. However, despite such advances, the database security area faces several new challenges. Factors such as the evolution of security concerns, the "disintermediation" of access to data, new computing paradigms and applications, such as grid-based computing and ondemand business, have introduced both new security requirements and new contexts in which to apply and possibly extend current approaches. In this paper, we first survey the most relevant concepts underlying the notion of database security and summarize the most well-known techniques. We focus on access control systems, on which a large body of research has been devoted, and describe the key access control models, namely, the discretionary and mandatory access control models, and the role-based access control (RBAC) model. We also discuss security for advanced data management systems, and cover topics such as access control for XML. We then discuss current challenges for database security and some preliminary approaches that address some of these challenges.
INTRODUCTION
A S organizations increase their adoption of database systems as the key data management technology for day-to-day operations and decision making, the security of data managed by these systems becomes crucial. Damage and misuse of data affect not only a single user or application, but may have disastrous consequences on the entire organization. The recent rapid proliferation of Webbased applications and information systems have further increased the risk exposure of databases and, thus, data protection is today more crucial than ever. It is also important to appreciate that data needs to be protected not only from external threats, but also from insider threats.
Security breaches are typically categorized as unauthorized data observation, incorrect data modification, and data unavailability. Unauthorized data observation results in the disclosure of information to users not entitled to gain access to such information. All organizations, ranging from commercial organizations to social organizations, in a variety of domains such as healthcare and homeland protection, may suffer heavy losses from both financial and human points of view as a consequence of unauthorized data observation. Incorrect modifications of data, either intentional or unintentional, result in an incorrect database state. Any use of incorrect data may result in heavy losses for the organization. When data is unavailable, information crucial for the proper functioning of the organization is not readily available when needed.
Thus, a complete solution to data security must meet the following three requirements: 1) secrecy or confidentiality refers to the protection of data against unauthorized disclosure, 2) integrity refers to the prevention of unauthorized and improper data modification, and 3) availability refers to the prevention and recovery from hardware and software errors and from malicious data access denials making the database system unavailable. These three requirements arise in practically all application environments. Consider a database that stores payroll information. It is important that salaries of individual employees not be released to unauthorized users, that salaries be modified only by the users that are properly authorized, and that paychecks be printed on time at the end of the pay period. Similarly, consider the Web site of an airline company. Here, it is important that customer reservations only be available to the customers they refer to, that reservations of a customer not be arbitrarily modified, and that information on flights and reservations always be available. In addition to these requirements, privacy requirements are of high relevance today. Though the term privacy is often used as a synonym for confidentiality, the two requirements are quite different. Techniques for information confidentiality may be used to implement privacy; however, assuring privacy requires additional techniques, such as mechanisms for obtaining and recording the consents of users. Also, confidentiality can be achieved be means of withholding data from access, whereas privacy is required even after the data has been disclosed. In other words, the data should be used only for the purposes sanctioned by the user and not misused for other purposes. Data protection is ensured by different components of a database management system (DBMS). In particular, an access control mechanism ensures data confidentiality. Whenever a subject tries to access a data object, the access control mechanism checks the rights of the user against a set of authorizations, stated usually by some security administrator. An authorization states whether a subject can perform a particular action on an object. Authorizations are stated according to the access control policies of the organization. Data confidentiality is further enhanced by the use of encryption techniques, applied to data when being stored on secondary storage or transmitted on a network. Recently, the use of encryption techniques has gained a lot of interest in the context of outsourced data management; in such contexts, the main issue is how to perform operations, such as queries, on encrypted data [54] . Data integrity is jointly ensured by the access control mechanism and by semantic integrity constraints. Whenever a subject tries to modify some data, the access control mechanism verifies that the user has the right to modify the data, and the semantic integrity subsystem verifies that the updated data are semantically correct. Semantic correctness is verified by a set of conditions, or predicates, that must be verified against the database state. To detect tampering, data can be digitally signed. Finally, the recovery subsystem and the concurrency control mechanism ensure that data is available and correct despite hardware and software failures and accesses from concurrent application programs. Data availability, especially for data that are available on the Web, can be further strengthened by the use of techniques protecting against denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, such as the ones based on machine learning techniques [25] .
In this paper, we focus mainly on the confidentiality requirement and we discuss access control models and techniques to provide high-assurance confidentiality. Because, however, access control deals with controlling accesses to the data, the discussion in this paper is also relevant to the access control aspect of integrity, that is, enforcing that no unauthorized modifications to data occur. We also discuss recent work focusing specifically on privacy-preserving database systems. We do not cover transaction management or semantic integrity. We refer the reader to [50] for an extensive discussion on transaction models, recovery and concurrency control, and to any database textbook for details on semantic integrity. It is also important to note that an access control mechanism must rely for its proper functioning on some authentication mechanism. Such a mechanism identifies users and confirms their identities. Moreover, data may be encrypted when transmitted over a network in the case of distributed systems. Both authentication and encryption techniques are widely discussed in the current literature on computer network security and we refer the reader to [62] for details on such topics. We will, however, discuss the use of encryption techniques in the context of secure outsourcing of data, as this is an application of cryptography which is specific to database management. We do not attempt to be exhaustive, but try to articulate the rationale for the approaches we believe to be promising.
A Short History
Early research efforts in the area of access control models and confidentiality for DBMSs focused on the development of two different classes of models, based on the discretionary access control policy and on the mandatory access control policy. This early research was cast in the framework of relational database systems. The relational data model, being a declarative high-level model specifying the logical structure of data, made the development of simple declarative languages for the specification of access control policies possible. These earlier models and the discretionary models in particular, introduced some important principles [45] that set apart access control models for database systems from access control models adopted by operating systems and file systems. The first principle was that access control models for databases should be expressed in terms of the logical data model; thus authorizations for a relational database should be expressed in terms of relations, relation attributes, and tuples. The second principle is that for databases, in addition to name-based access control, where the protected objects are specified by giving their names, content-based access control has to be supported. Contentbased access control allows the system to determine whether to give or deny access to a data item based on the contents of the data item. The development of contentbased access control models, which are, in general, based on the specification of conditions against data contents, was made easy in relational databases by the availability of declarative query languages, such as SQL.
In the area of discretionary access control models for relational database systems, an important early contribution was the development of the System R access control model [51] , [42] , which strongly influenced access control models of current commercial relational DBMSs. Some key features of this model included the notion of decentralized authorization administration, dynamic grant and revoke of authorizations, and the use of views for supporting content-based authorizations. Also, the initial format of well-known commands for grant and revoke of authorizations, that are today part of the SQL standard, were developed as part of this model. Later research proposals have extended this basic model with a variety of features, such as negative authorization [27] , role-based and taskbased authorization [80] , [87] , [47] , temporal authorization [10] , and context-aware authorization [74] .
Discretionary access control models have, however, a weakness in that they do not impose any control on how information is propagated and used once it has been accessed by subjects authorized to do so. This weakness makes discretionary access controls vulnerable to malicious attacks, such as Trojan Horses embedded in application programs. A Trojan Horse is a program with an apparent or actually useful function, which contains some hidden functions exploiting the legitimate authorizations of the invoking process. Sophisticated Trojan Horses may leak information by means of covert channels, enabling illegal access to data. A covert channel is any component or feature of a system that is misused to encode or represent information for unauthorized transmission, without violating the stated access control policy. A large variety of components or features can be exploited to establish covert channels, including the system clock, operating system interprocess communication primitives, error messages, the existence of particular file names, the concurrency control mechanism, and so forth. The area of mandatory access control and multilevel database systems tried to address such problems through the development of access control models based on information classification, some of which were also incorporated in commercial products. Early mandatory access control models were mainly developed for military applications and were very rigid and suited, at best, for closed and controlled environments. There was considerable debate among security researchers concerning how to eliminate covert channels while maintaining the essential properties of the relational model. In particular, the concept of polyinstantiation, that is, the presence of multiple copies with different security levels of the same tuple in a relation, was developed and articulated in this period [81] , [55] . Because of the lack of applications and commercial success, companies developing multilevel DBMSs discontinued their production several years ago. Covert channels were also widely investigated with considerable focus on the concurrency control mechanisms that, by synchronizing transactions running at different security levels, would introduce an obvious covert channel. However, solutions developed in the research arena to the covert channel problem were not incorporated into commercial products. Interestingly, however, today we are witnessing a "multilevel security reprise" [82] , driven by the strong security requirements arising in a number of civilian applications. Companies have thus recently reintroduced such systems. This is the case, for example, of the Labeled Oracle, a multilevel relational DBMS marketed by Oracle, which has much more flexibility in comparison to earlier multilevel secure DBMSs.
Early approaches to access control have since been extended in the context of advanced DBMSs, such as object-oriented DBMSs and object-relational DBMSs, and other advanced data management systems and applications, such as data made available through the Web and represented through XML, digital libraries and multimedia data, data warehousing systems, and workflow systems. Most of these systems are characterized by data models that are much richer than the relational model; typically, such extended models include semantic modeling notions such as inheritance hierarchies, aggregation, methods, and stored procedures. An important requirement arising from those applications is that it is not only the data that needs to be protected, but also the database schema may contain sensitive information and, thus, accesses to the schema need to be filtered according to some access control policies. Even though early relational DBMSs did not support authorizations with respect to schema information, today several products support such features. In such a context, access control policies may also need to be protected because they may reveal sensitive information. As such, one may need to define access control policies the objects of which are not user data, rather they are other access control policies. Another relevant characteristic of advanced applications is that they often deal with multimedia data, for which the automatic interpretation of contents is much more difficult, and they are in most cases accessed by a variety of users external to the system boundaries, such as through Web interfaces. As a consequence both discretionary and mandatory access control models developed for relational DBMSs had to be properly extended to deal with additional modeling concepts. Also, these models often need to rely on metadata information in order to support content-based access control for multimedia data and to support credential-based access control policies to deal with external users. Recent efforts in this direction include the development of comprehensive access control models for XML [14] , [72] .
Emerging Research in Database Security
Besides the historical research that has been conducted in database security, several new areas are emerging as active research topics. A first relevant recent research direction is motivated by the trend of considering databases as a service that can be outsourced to external companies [54] . An important issue is the development of query processing techniques for encrypted data. Several specialized encryption techniques have been proposed, such as the orderpreserving encryption technique by Agrawal et al. [3] . A second research direction deals with privacy-preserving techniques for databases, an area recently investigated to a considerable extent. Research in this direction has been motivated, on one side, by increasing concerns with respect to user privacy and, on the other, by the need to support Web-based applications across organization boundaries. In particular privacy legislation, such as the early Federal Act of 1974 [43] and the more recent Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) [53] and the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) [33] , require organizations to put in place adequate privacypreserving techniques for the management of data concerning individuals. The new Web-based applications are characterized by the requirement of supporting cooperative processes while ensuring the confidentiality of data. This research direction is characterized by a number of different approaches and techniques, including privacy-preserving data mining [92] , privacy-preserving information retrieval, and databases systems specifically tailored toward enforcing privacy [2] .
Organization of the Paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses past and current developments for relational database systems. It discusses both discretionary and mandatory access control models and also briefly surveys other topics such as RBAC models. Section 3 presents an overview of relevant requirements for access control models for advanced data management systems and outlines the main approaches, including access control systems for XML. Section 4 summarizes privacy-preserving data management techniques, which are the focus of several research efforts today, and Section 5 discusses current factors and trends which make database security more challenging. Finally, Section 6 presents some concluding remarks.
RELATIONAL DATABASE SYSTEMS

Discretionary Access Control for Relational Databases
Access control mechanisms of current DBMSs are based on discretionary policies governing the accesses of a subject to data based on the subject's identity and authorization rules. These mechanisms are discretionary in that they allow subjects to grant authorizations on the data to other subjects. Because of such flexibility, discretionary policies are adopted in many application environments and this is the reason that commercial DBMSs adopt such policies. An important aspect of discretionary access control is thus related to the authorization administration policy. Authorization administration refers to the function of granting and revoking authorizations. It is the function by which authorizations are entered into or removed from the access control mechanism. Common administration policies include centralized administration, by which only some privileged subjects may grant and revoke authorizations, and ownership administration, by which grant and revoke operations on data objects are entered by the creator (or owner) of the object. Ownership-based administration is often provided with features for administration delegation, allowing the owner of a data object to assign other subjects the right to grant and revoke authorizations. Delegation thus supports decentralized authorization administration. Most commercial DBMSs adopt ownership-based administration with administration delegation. More sophisticated administration mechanisms can be devised such as joint administration, by which several subjects are jointly responsible for authorization administration [17] .
In this section, we review some discretionary models proposed for relational DBMSs. We start by describing the System R authorization model and then we survey some recently proposed extensions to it. We then discuss rolebased access control (RBAC), a relevant extension to current authorization models, which finds application not only to database systems, but also to the more general context of enterprise security [60] and of multidomain systems [28] .
The System R Authorization Model and Its Extensions
One of the first authorization models developed for relational DBMSs was defined by Griffiths and Wade [51] , [42] in the framework of the System R DBMS [6] . Under this model, protection objects are tables and views, also referred to as virtual tables. 1 subjects by granting these subjects authorizations with the so-called grant option. The possibility of delegating authorization administration introduces some interesting issues concerning the semantics of the revoke operations. A subject, to whom the administration right on a given table has been granted and then revoked, may have granted to another subject an authorization to access the table. The question is what happens to this authorization when the revokation takes place. The semantics of the revokation of an authorization from a subject (revokee) by another subject (revoker) is to consider as valid only the authorizations that would have been present had the revoker never granted the revokee the privilege. As a consequence, every time an authorization is revoked from a subject, a recursive revocation takes place to remove all authorizations for this table from the revokee. The revoke operation takes into account the temporal sequence according to which the grant operations were made. The temporal sequence is determined according to the timestamps that are associated with the granted authorizations.
A number of extensions to the basic model have been proposed with the goal of enriching the expressive power of the authorization languages in order to address a large variety of application requirements. A first extension deals with negative authorizations [27] . The System R authorization model, as the models of most DBMSs, uses the closed world policy. Under this policy, whenever a subject tries to access a table and no authorization is found in the system catalogs, the subject is denied access. Therefore, the lack of authorization is interpreted as no authorization. This approach has the major drawback that the lack of an authorization for a subject on a table does not prevent this subject from receiving this authorization some time in the future. Any subject holding the right to administer that table can grant any other subject the authorization to access the table. The introduction of negative authorization can overcome this drawback. An explicit negative authorization expresses a denial for a subject to access a table under a specified mode. Conflicts between positive and negative authorizations are resolved by applying the denials-takeprecedence policy under which negative authorizations override positive authorizations. That is, whenever a subject has both a positive and a negative authorization for a given privilege on a table, the subject is prevented from exercising the privilege on the table. The subject is denied access even if a positive authorization is granted after a negative one has been granted. Negative authorizations can also be used to temporarily block possible positive authorizations of a subject and to specify exceptions. For example, it is possible to grant an authorization to all members of a group, but for one specific member, by granting the group a positive authorization for the privilege on the table and the given member the corresponding negative authorization. Such a model has been further extended with a more flexible conflict resolution policy, based on the concept of more specific authorization. Such a concept introduces a partial order relation among authorizations which is taken into account when dealing with conflicting authorizations. For example, the authorizations granted directly to a user are more specific than the authorizations granted to the groups of which the user is a member. Therefore, a negative authorization can be overridden by a positive authorization, if the latter is more specific than the former. If, however, two conflicting authorizations cannot be compared under the order relation, the negative authorization prevails. This line of work has been further extended by several other researchers and today we find a variety of approaches dealing with conflict resolution policies and with logical formalizations of access control policies. Such logical formalizations provide sound underlying semantics which is essential when dealing with complex access control models [16] .
The notion of explicit denial has also been proposed in the context of the Sea View system [59] . In Sea View, authorizations can specify which users or groups are authorized to access particular tables and which users and groups are specifically denied for particular tables. Unlike positive authorizations, negative authorizations cannot specify an access mode. A special access mode, called "null," is used to denote a negative authorization. If a subject receives a null access mode on a table, the subject cannot exercise any access mode on the table. Conflicts between positive and negative authorizations are solved on the basis of the following policy: 1) authorizations directly granted to a user take precedence over authorizations specified for groups to which the user belongs and 2) a null mode authorization given to a subject overrides any other authorization granted to the same subject. Thus, negative authorizations always override positive authorizations. It is of interest to remark here that explicit denials have been also introduced in operating systems, e.g., Windows, as a mechanism for expressing exceptions. In such a context, specifying that a subject can access all the files in a directory, but one specific file can be concisely expressed by two authorizations, one giving the subject a positive authorization to the directory and all the files contained in it, and another one specifying an explicit denial on the specific file to which access from this subject has to be precluded.
A second major extension deals with a more articulated semantics for the revoke operation [95] . In the System R model, as in all DBMSs, whenever an authorization is revoked from a subject, a recursive revocation takes place. This approach can be very disruptive. In many organizations, the authorizations a user possesses are related to his particular task or function within the organization. If a user changes his task or function, it is desirable to remove only the authorizations of this user without triggering a recursive revocation of all the authorizations granted by this user. To support this requirement, a different kind of revoke operation called noncascading revoke has been proposed. Whenever a noncascading revoke operation is executed, the authorizations granted by the user from whom the authorization is being revoked are not revoked; instead, they are respecified as if they had been granted by the user requiring the revocation. Thus, all authorizations granted by the revokee to other users remain in place. By providing two different types of revoke operations, cascading and noncascading, the resulting access control system is able to better support a large variety of application requirements. A different approach to overcome the drawbacks of conventional revoke operations is represented the use of RBAC, which by introducing the notion of role and assigning authorizations to roles instead of directly to users, greatly simplifies administration management and reduces the need for recursive revoke operations (see Section 2.1.3).
A third extension is related to the duration of authorizations. In all systems, an authorization is valid from the time it is entered into the system, by a grant operation, until it is explicitly removed by a revoke operation. In many applications, however, permissions may hold only for specific time intervals. A further requirement concerns periodic authorizations. In many organizations, authorizations given to users must be tailored to the pattern of their activities within the organization. Therefore, users must be given access authorizations to data only for the time periods in which they are expected to need the data. We can consider this requirement as an instantiation of the well known "need-to-know" security principle. An example of policy with temporal requirements is that "all programmers can modify the project files every working day except Friday afternoons." In most current DBMSs, such a policy would have to be implemented as code in application programs. Such an approach makes it very difficult to verify and modify the access control policies and to provide assurance that these policies are actually enforced. An authorization model addressing such requirements has been recently proposed [10] . Under such a model, each authorization has a temporal interval of validity; an authorization is valid only in this interval. When the interval expires, the authorization is automatically revoked without requiring any explicit revoke operations from the security administrator. The interval associated with an authorization may also be periodic, thus consisting of several intervals which are repeated in time. In addition, the model provides deductive temporal rules supporting the automatic derivation of new authorizations based on the presence or absence of other authorizations in specific time periods. The resulting model provides a high degree of flexibility and is able to meet a large number of protection requirements that cannot be met by traditional access control models.
The previous temporal authorization model represents one of the earliest proposals recognizing the need for context-based access control; time can indeed be seen as a special contextual condition. A context-based access control model is able to incorporate into access control decision functions a large variety of context-dependent information, such as time and location. In addition to being investigated as part of research projects [8] , context-based access control has been recently incorporated in the Oracle commercial DBMS [74] , through the notion of a virtual private database. A virtual private database allows fine-grained access control down to the tuple level based on the use of predicates. The predicates, specified as part of an access control policy, identify the tuples, in a given table, to which the access control policy applies. Whenever a user, to whom the access control policy is granted, issues a query against the table, the DBMS transparently modifies the query by appending to it the predicates specified in the access control policies. Because such predicates can be expressed also against some special system variables, such as SYSDATE, such an approach allows one to take context-dependent information into account when specifying policies. Such a mechanism is complemented by the notion of application context. Each application context has a unique identifier and consists of a number of attributes, identifying security-relevant properties. The attributes that are part of a given context are specified by the application developer and can refer to any relevant information, such as the organizational position of or the geographical location of the user. Predicates against such attributes can be specified as part of access control policies and, thus, they concur to define a virtual private database. Notice that several contexts can be defined for the same table, each related to different application sectors from which the table is accessed.
Content-Based and Fine-Grained Access Control
Content-based access control is an important requirement that any access control mechanism for use in a data management system should satisfy. Essentially, contentbased access control requires that access control decisions be based on data contents. Consider an example of a table recording information about employees of a company; a content-based access control policy would be the one "stating that a manager can only access the employees that work in the project that he manages." Whenever a manager issues a query, the system has to filter the query result by returning only the tuples related to the employees that verify the condition of working in the project managed by this manager. Support for this type of access control has been made possible by the fact that SQL is a language for which most operations for data management, such as queries, are based on declarative conditions against data contents. In particular, the most common mechanism, adopted by relational DBMSs to support content-based access control is based on the use of views; this important use of views was recognized by the differentiation of views into two categories [24] : protection views specifically tailored to support content-based access control and shorthand views specifically tailored to simplify query writing. A view can be considered as a dynamic window able to select subsets of column and rows; these subsets are specified by defining a query, referred to as a view definition query, which is associated with the name of the view. Whenever a query is issued against a view, the query is modified through an operation called view composition by replacing the view referenced in the query with its definition. An effect of this operation is that the "where clause" 2 in the original query is combined, through the AND Boolean connective, with the "where clause" of the view definition query. Thus, the query which is executed against the base table, that is, the table on which the view is defined, filters out the tuples that do not satisfy the predicates in the view. There are several advantages to such an approach. Content-based access control policies are expressed at a high level in a language consistent with the query language. Modifications to the data do not need modification to the access control policies; if new data are entered that satisfy a given policy, these data will be automatically included as part of the data returned by the corresponding view.
Recently, pushed by requirements for fine-grained mechanisms that are able to support access control at the tuple level, new approaches have been investigated. The reason is that conventional view mechanisms, like the ones sketched above, have a number of shortcomings. A naive solution to enforce fine-grained authorization would require the specification of a view for each tuple or part of a tuple that is to be protected. Moreover, because access control policies are often different for different users, the number of views would further increase. Furthermore, as pointed out in [78] , application programs would have to code different interfaces for each user, or group of users, as queries and other data management commands would need to use for each user, or group of users, the correct view. Modifications to access control policies would also require the creation of new views with consequent modifications to application programs. Alternative approaches that address some of these issues have been proposed, and these approaches are based on the idea that queries are written against the base tables and, then, automatically rewritten by the system against the view available to the user. The Oracle Virtual Private Database mechanism [74] and the Truman model [78] are examples of such approaches. These approaches do not require that we code different interfaces for different users and, thus, address one of the main problems in the use of conventional view mechanisms. However, they introduce other problems, such as inconsistencies between what the user expects to see and what the system returns; in some cases, they return incorrect results to queries rather than rejecting them as unauthorized. Approaches that address this problem, as the solutions proposed as part of the Truman model [78] , have some decidability problems and, thus, do not appear to be applicable in practice. Thus, different solutions need to be investigated.
RBAC Models
RBAC models represent arguably the most important recent innovation in access control models. RBAC has been motivated by the need to simplify authorization administration and to directly represent access control policies of organizations. RBAC models are based on the notion of role. A role represents a specific function within an organization and can be seen as a set of actions or responsibilities associated with this function. Under an RBAC model, all authorizations needed to perform a given activity are granted to the role associated with that activity, rather than being granted directly to users. Users are then made members of roles, thereby acquiring the roles' authorizations. User access to objects is mediated by roles; each user is authorized to play certain roles and, on the basis of the roles, he can perform accesses to the objects. Because a role groups a number of related authorizations, authorization management is greatly simplified. Whenever a user needs to perform a certain activity, the user only needs to be granted the authorization of playing the proper role, rather than being directly assigned the required authorizations. Also, when a user changes his function within the organization, one only needs to revoke from the user the permission to play the role associated with the function. Complicated authorization revoke operations, such as the ones discussed in the previous sections, are no longer needed.
In addition, most RBAC models include role hierarchies, allowing one to represent role-subrole relationships, thus enabling authorization inheritance and separation of duty (SoD) constraints [5] , [67] . SoD constraints typically prevent a subject from receiving too many authorizations. If a user that has a large number of authorizations is compromised -for example, by a malicious subject impersonating that user-the entire database would be compromised. It is thus preferable to spread authorizations among different subjects; in this case, the compromise of a subject would result in limited compromise of the database. Also, separation of conflicting permissions such as ability to cut checks and to issue purchase orders is crucial for reducing the potential for fraud in organizations. RBAC SoD constraints, represented in terms of constraints on the roles that users may take, are often classified into static and dynamic SoD. Static SoD typically impose restrictions on role intersections-two roles cannot have common users-and on the number of users that can be assigned to a role-a given role can only be assigned to two users. Dynamic SoD constraints are based on the history of role usage by users. Their enforcement is related to the notion of a session, which is another important notion underlying the RBAC model. A session represents a set of accesses performed by a user under one or more roles that can be considered as an atomic unit of work. A session could be a transaction execution in a conventional relational database system, or a task in a workflow. Dynamic SoD essentially restricts access to roles by a user based on the history of role usage by the user during the same session, or even, in some proposals, during previous sessions. As such roles can be considered as another type of "context sensitive" relation; an important research issue when dealing with SoD constraints is the verification of their consistency, especially when dealing with large constraint sets.
RBAC models have been widely investigated [48] . A standard has been developed [47] as well as an XML-based encoding of RBAC [28] . Relevant extensions include: the development of administration models [34] , [63] , [65] ; the introduction of temporal constraints, resulting in the TRBAC model [11] , [68] ; and the development of security analysis techniques [56] . RBAC models are also supported by commercial DBMSs [76] . However, commercial implementations provided as part of DBMSs are very limited and only support a simple version of RBAC, referred to as flat RBAC, that does not include role hierarchies or constraints. Finally, it is worth mentioning that RBAC systems are also being developed for use in Web-service architectures, such as the Permis system [31] , and as part of products for enterprise security management [61] .
Mandatory Access Control and
Multilevel Secure DBMSs
Mandatory access control (MAC) policies regulate accesses to data by subjects on the basis of predefined classifications of subjects and objects in the system. Objects are the passive entities storing information, such as relations, tuples in a relation, or elements of a tuple. Subjects are active entities performing data accesses. The classification is based on a partially ordered set of access classes, often referred to as labels, that are associated with every subject and object in the system. A subject is granted access to a given object if and only if some order relationship, depending on the access mode, is satisfied by the access classes of the object and the subject. In a very well-known instantiation of this model [9] , an access class consists of two components: a security level and a set of categories. The security level is an element of a totally ordered set. A wellknown example of such set is the one that contains the levels Top Secret (TS), Secret (S), Confidential (C), and Unclassified (U), where TS > S > C > U. The set of categories is an unordered set (e.g., NATO, Nuclear, Army). Access classes are partially ordered as follows: An access class c i dominates ( ) an access class c j if and only if the security level of c i is greater than or equal to that of c j and the categories of c i include those of c j . Two classes are said to be incomparable if neither c i c j nor c j c i holds. The security level of the access class associated with a data object reflects the sensitivity of the information contained in the object, that is, the potential damage that could result from unauthorized disclosure of the contents of the object. The security level of the access class associated with a subject reflects the user's trustworthiness not to disclose sensitive information to subjects not cleared to see it. Categories provide finer grained security classifications of subjects and objects than the classification provided by security levels alone, and are the basis for enforcing need-to-know restrictions. Denning [36] developed the mathematical theory that underlies such lattices and a comprehensive survey and discussion is given in [79] . Access control in MAC models is based on the following two principles, formulated by Bell and LaPadula in 1975 [9] :
No read-up. A subject can read only those objects whose access classes are dominated by the access class of the subject.
No write-down. A subject can write only those objects whose access classes dominate the access class of the subject. The enforcement of these principles prevents information in a sensitive object from flowing, through either read or write operations, into objects at lower or incomparable access classes.
The application of MAC policies to relational databases has been extensively investigated in the past. The introduction of such access control models requires addressing several difficult issues. Solutions to some of these issues have required extensions to the definition of the relational model itself, resulting in the so-called multilevel relational model, and to fundamental notions such as the notion of relational key. A multilevel relation is characterized by the fact that different tuples may have different access classes. The relation is thus partitioned into different security partitions, one for each access class. A partition associated with an access class c contains all tuples whose access class is c. A subject having access class c can read all tuples in partitions of access classes that are equal to or lower than c; such a set of tuples is referred to as a view of the multilevel relation at access class c. By contrast, a subject having access class c can write tuples at access classes that are equal or higher than c. In some implementations of the multilevel relational model, write operations at higher access classes are not allowed for integrity reasons. Such a restriction is usually known as a no write-up restriction. The multilevel relational model is further complicated if tuples are allowed to have attributes classified at different access classes. Each attribute of each tuple thus has an attribute label, denoting the access class of the attribute in the tuple, and a tuple label, which is the lowest element in the set of access classes associated with the attributes of the tuple. A consequence is that the same tuple may belong to several partitions of a multilevel relation, resulting in tuple polyinstantiation and, thus, in update anomalies. Handling polyinstantiation requires revisiting several classical notions of the relational model, such as the notion of a key. Because of such problems, commercial implementations of the multilevel relational model only support tuple-based labeling.
The development of multilevel secure (MLS) DBMSs entailed, however, extending not only the data model, but also the system architecture to make sure that covert channels would be closed [39] . A covert channel allows a transfer of information that violates the security policy. Covert channels are usually classified into two broad categories: timing channels, under which information is conveyed by the timing of events or processes; and storage channels that do not require any temporal synchronization in that information is conveyed by accessing system information. A well-known type of covert channel in a DBMS is represented by the 2-phase locking (2PL) protocol used for transaction synchronization [15] . Much academic research has been thus devoted to the development of concurrency control mechanisms that are secure against covert channels. Most of these approaches were based on the principle that transactions cannot be delayed or aborted due to a lock conflict with a higher-level transaction. Hence, low-level transactions have higher priority on low-level data than higher-level transactions. The consequence is that even though a transaction may have acquired a read lock on a lower-level data item, it may be forced to release this lock if a lower-level transaction requires a write lock on it. Due to such prioritization, transaction execution histories may not always be serializable. Several approaches have been proposed to address the issue of how to synchronize transactions so that timing channels do not occur and, at the same time, serializability is achieved. However, they suffer from several shortcomings, such as starvation of high-level transactions that can be repeatedly aborted, or require multiple versions of data, or force high-level transactions to read stale data. A different approach [14] was later defined based on application-level recovery and notification-based locking protocols combined with a nested transaction model [70] .
We conclude this section by mentioning that multilevel access control models have also been applied to commercial relational DBMSs both in the past in products such as Trusted Oracle and Secure Informix and more recently. The most recent extension of a commercial product supporting MAC is the label security mechanism introduced in Oracle9i [74] . Such a mechanism allows the application developers to associate classification labels with both data and users, and to apply MAC access control policies. The labeling granularity supported by this mechanism is a row; thus, labels can only be associated with tuples and not with single attributes within tuples. Labels in Oracle have quite an articulated structure, as each label consists of three elements. In addition to the classical security level and category (referred in Oracle as compartment) set components, a label includes a third component, referred to as group. The group specifies one or more subjects that own or access the data. Furthermore, groups can be organized according to hierarchies. Labels and all their components can be defined by the applications and, thus, one can introduce levels, categories, and groups that are application-specific. Each user is associated with a label range, denoting a set of access classes, within which the user can read and write data. Finally, it is worth mentioning that, though secure concurrency control algorithms were widely investigated, most of the proposed concurrency control algorithms did not find their way into commercial DBMSs. The only concurrency control algorithm of a commercial DBMS which is documented by the scientific literature was based on a combination of 2PL protocol and multiversioning and was adopted in the Trusted Oracle product. Such an algorithm however was proven incorrect in that it would generate nonserializable transaction schedules.
SECURITY FOR ADVANCED DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Though the relational database technology has today a central role to play in the data management arena, in the past 20 years, we have seen numerous extensions to this technology. These extensions have been driven on one hand by requirements from advanced applications, needing to manage complex, multimedia objects, and from decisionsupport systems, requiring data mining techniques and data warehousing systems, and on the other hand by the widespread use of Internet and Web-based applications, that have fueled the development of interoperability approaches, like XML and Web services. A key requirement underlying all those extended data management systems and tools is a demand for adequate security and, in particular, tailored access control systems. Relevant features of such systems include:
. Fine-grained flexible authorization models for complex, multimedia objects. Most innovative applications are characterized by objects whose structure is far more complex than the simple flat structure typical of relational data. This is the case, for example, of XML data [14] and object database systems, such object-oriented (OO) and object-relational (OR) database systems [75] , [41] . 3 Because applications may directly access data at various granularity levels from sets of data objects to specific portions of a single data object, mechanisms are needed to control access at varying granularity levels and to be able, at the same time, to support concise formulation of authorizations. Typical extensions that have been proposed to address such requirements include the notions of positive/negative authorizations, and implicit/explicit authorizations [44] that we discuss in the context of access control models for object-based systems. The presence of multimedia data makes content-based access control very difficult and, to date, the few proposed models are based on the use of metadata information [20] , [66] rather than directly on the object contents. . Flexible user specification mechanisms based on user credentials and profiles. Most Web-based applications are characterized by a user population which is far more heterogeneous and dynamic than the user population typical of conventional information systems. In such a scenario, traditional identity mechanisms, based on login or user names, for qualifying the subjects to which a policy applies are no longer appropriate in that they would require the specification and management of a large number of policies. There is thus the need for using other properties of subjects (e.g., age, nationality, job position) besides their login names, in the specification and enforcement of access control policies. Such properties that can be considered as a form of partial identity are often encoded into user profiles and certified by means of credentials and attribute certificates. . Access control mechanisms tailored to information dissemination strategies and third party publishing architectures. An important requirement of today's Web-based information systems is to support a variety of information dissemination strategies [40] . A dissemination strategy regulates how a data source delivers data to subjects. In conventional database systems, data are delivered according to a strategy known as pull strategy. According to such a strategy, data are delivered to subjects upon an explicit request. However, in a Web environment, an alternative strategy can be adopted, which is more suitable when information has to be delivered to a large community of subjects. According to such strategy, referred to as push strategy or as publish/ subscribe, the data source periodically (or when some predefined events happen) sends data to authorized subjects, without the need of an explicit access request by the subjects. In some cases, the data that are sent to subjects also depend on the specific subject interests, that are recorded in some special subject profiles managed by the data source [98] . Supporting different dissemination strategies may require the adoption of different access control techniques depending on the data dissemination strategy adopted. A comprehensive access control system should thus provide a large variety of access control techniques able to enforce a given policy under a variety of dissemination strategies. Because of the relevance of efficient information dissemination in a large variety of environments, not only several dissemination strategies have been developed, but also approaches supporting thirdparty information publishing architectures have been proposed [13] . The main idea is that an organization producing and owning some data may outsource the publishing function to a thirdparty, which would typically be in charge of executing user queries; a well-known example is that of UDDI registries managing information concerning services provided by organizations on the Web. The main issue here is how to ensure the integrity and confidentialiy of data when their publication is outsourced to other parties. . Support for distributed cooperative data modifications and complex workflow-based activities. The Web has enabled a new class of applications, including B2B and B2C, virtual organizations, e-contracting, and e-procurement, that are characterized by the need of collaborative processes across organization's boundaries. Such applications require not only data being securely exchanged, but also that data flow policies be specified, stating which party has to receive and/or modify data according to which order. Also, protocols are required allowing a party to verify that a given piece of data has been modified by subjects, that have accessed the data as part of a cooperative process, according to the stated access control policies. In the remainder of this section, we elaborate on the above features and requirements by discussing solutions proposed by various systems and research proposals. We start by first discussing object-based DBMS, in the context of which several innovative solutions for access control had been developed. Though object-oriented DBMSs have not been very successfull from a commercial point of view, the development of access control models suitable for these systems required to address a large number of novel issues arising from the extended complexity of the data models characterizing such DBMSs. Several of these solutions can be directly applied to more recent ORDBMSs and to XML data, as we discuss in Section 3.2, and in general to complex data. It is important to notice that to date the potential application of these solutions to XML data has not been fully explored.
Access Control Systems for Object-Based Database Systems
As we mentioned in the introduction, today, access control systems are a basic component of every commercial DBMS.
Existing access control models, defined for relational DBMSs, are not suitable for an object-based database system because of the wide differences in data models. These models, in particular the discretionary ones, consider the relation, or the attribute as the access control unit, in the sense that authorizations are granted on relations or, in some cases, on relation attributes. Moreover, an access control system for object-based database systems should take into account all semantic modeling constructs commonly found in object-oriented data models, such as composite objects, versions, and inheritance hierarchies. We can summarize these two observations by saying that the increased complexity in the data model corresponds to an increased articulation in the types and granularity of protection objects. In particular, as we will discuss in the remainder of this section, a key feature of both discretionary and mandatory access control models for object-based systems is to take into account all modeling aspects related to objects.
Discretionary Access Control Systems for Object-Based Database Systems
The first and most comprehensive discretionary access control model has been defined in the context of the Orion object-oriented DBMS [75] . Other systems implement less sophisticated models or have no access control at all. A key aspect of the Orion authorization model is the use of authorization implication rules supporting the derivation of additional authorizations, called implicit authorizations, from the ones explicitly specified by the application, called explicit authorizations. Implication rules are defined for all the three domains of authorizations, that is, objects, subjects, and modes. In particular, implication rules on objects support the derivation of authorizations from an object to all objects semantically related to it. For example, a read authorization on the root of a version hierarchy 4 implies read authorizations on all the versions in the hierarchy. However, it is also possible for an authorization to be granted on a single version of an object. The use of implication rules is instrumental in providing varying granularity levels of protection without performance penalties. The Orion model also supports negative authorizations; the main purpose of this type of authorization is the support for exceptions in derived authorizations. In particular, the combined use of derived and negative authorization allows one to concisely express a large number of access control policies. For example, consider a class with 1,000 instances; suppose that a subject has to be authorized to access all those instances except one. Under a conventional authorization model one would have to enter 999 authorizations. Under the Orion model, one would need to enter only two authorizations, that is, a positive authorization on the class, which would automatically propagate to all instances, and a negative authorization on the instance to be excluded. It is important to notice that, in Orion, authorization implication is only possible among objects that are related by structural semantic relationships specified according to the data model. Recently, the notion of derived authorizations has been extended in the context of logic-based access control models to support arbitrary authorization derivation rules, not necessarily based only on the structural relationships among objects. The Orion authorization model also provides the notion of authorization object schema (AOS), modeled as a graph, to represent all database granule types, modeled as nodes, and structural relationships among these granule types, modeled as edges. The notion of AOS, which can be considered as part of a metaschema for the authorization model, has been recently applied to the representation of an access control model for XML data [94] . The above authorization model could be termed "structural authorization model" in that it does not exploit the encapsulation property typical of object systems. Encapsulation is, however, one of the most important features of the object-oriented paradigm. Encapsulation entails a separation between an object's status and interface. Such separation enables the clients of an object to use the services provided by the object without having to be aware of how the services are implemented (information hiding). Therefore, an object's implementation may change without impacting other objects or applications that use the services provided by the object. The information hiding capability has, in addition, a great potential for data protection. By "surrounding" an object with methods, it is possible to interpose an additional layer between the object and its users. Therefore, arbitrary complex content-based access policies can be supported. In particular, a relational DBMS typically allows a user to develop an application program and then grant the run authorization on this program to other users. The users receiving authorizations on a program do not usually need to have the authorizations on the data accessed by the program, as these authorizations are checked against the program owner. In this way, it is possible to support authorizations on an application basis. Methods in object-oriented databases could be used in the same way, thus providing an extensible authorization mechanism. However, the use of methods for authorization differs with respect to the use of application programs in the following aspect. When application programs are used, applicationdependent access rules tend to be dispersed among the various application programs. Therefore, it is more difficult to verify that the correct authorization policies are applied and moreover modifications to these policies may require extensive changes in the application code. By contrast, methods are tightly coupled with data objects. Applicationdependent access rules, of arbitrary complexity, are thus centralized and all redundancies eliminated. Therefore, since an object-oriented approach enforces the principle that changes to method implementation and object structures should not impact the clients of an object, it is possible to modify access rules without requiring changes to the clients. Of course, clients must be able to deal with exceptions arising from the lack of authorization. Note that the possibility of dynamically modifying access rules is a direct consequence of the fact that, in an object-oriented database, some of the high-level operations on data are moved into the data. Moving these operations into the database, by implementing them as methods, implies that access rules implement as part of these operations are also moved into the database. Thus, access rules are centralized and applied to all accesses made to objects. A number of authorization models have been developed based on the use of methods; among these the most notable are the models by Ahad et al. [4] , exploiting the notions of guard functions and proxy functions to enforce content-based access control, and by Richardson et al. [77] , providing the concepts of method implementor-the user who has written the method's code-and method principal-the user on whose behalf the method is executed.
A similar trend can also be observed in object-relational DBMSs which today provide functions for managing stored procedures that, very much like object methods, are stored and centralized in the database. Even though stored procedures are not usually associated with strong encapsulation principles, they can be very much used to provide an additional layer of access control and to implement arbitrarily complex access control. In particular, the use of stored procedures for improving database security is often recommended among best practices for protecting databases against various types of threats, such as SQL injection [12] . However, the use of stored procedures requires making sure that only those stored procedures are used whose origin and behavior are well-known.
Mandatory Access Control Systems for
Object-Based Database Systems
The application of a typical MAC model to object-based systems in not straightforward, due to the semantic richness of object data models. Moreover, the differences both in theory and implementation among the various OODBMSs and ORDBMSs makes it very difficult to define sound and general principles upon which a suitable MAC model can be based. To date the problem of MAC models for object-based database systems has been investigated only in the context of object-oriented databases; no work has been reported dealing specifically with object-relational databases. However, despite such difficulties, the use of an object-oriented approach offers an important advantage with respect to mandatory policies. In particular, the fact that messages are the only means by which objects exchange information makes information flow [36] in object systems have a natural and direct representation in terms of message exchange among objects. By properly filtering messages among objects, according to the specified access control policies, it is possible to develop effective approaches to access control enforcement. MAC models can be classified in two main categories: single-level models and multilevel models. Models in the first category require that an object and all its features, e.g., attributes and methods, be classified at the same access class. Models in the second category do not impose such a restriction; however, they are rather difficult to implement in practice. Most proposed models are thus single-level. The main reason is the simplicity of such an approach and its compatibility with a security kernel. By using an underlying security kernel for the enforcement of MAC properties, the layer implementing the object data management system need not be trusted. The main drawback of single-level models, despite their simplicity of implementation, is that applications often need objects that are multilevel. In order to accommodate such applications, the most common approach is to use a single-level object system and map the multilevel application objects onto several single-level objects. This approach, first proposed by Thuraisingham in a seminal paper [89] and referred to as multilevel object view approach, has two variants depending on whether inheritance or aggregation is used to support the multilevel view. Real multilevel object models are more difficult to handle and no satisfactory approach has been proposed.
Access Control Systems for XML
XML [96] is today widely used in a large variety of applications and industry products as it has become the standard for describing data and documents circulated across the Web. The most important feature of XML that distinguishes it from other markup languages such as HTML is the notion of semantic tags, allowing one to mark different portions, called elements, of a given data item and to assign to them names that are semantically meaningful. XML can thus be seen as the "equivalent" for Web data of the notion of data models underlying modern DBMSs. Elements may in turn contain other elements, called subelements; thus, an XML data item or document is often characterized by a nested organization. An element may also have associated attributes, whose purpose is to provide additional information on the element. XML data can also be interlinked through some special attributes, e.g., IDREFs/URI attributes. Finally, some key features of XML are the notions of Document Type Definition (DTD) and XMLSchema, that are used for specifying document structures, very much like a relation schema is used for intensionally describing the structure of tuples in a relation. Note that, unlike relational data, an XML data or document does not necessarily have a DTD or XMLSchema of which it is an instance. A valid 5 XML data or document which is instance of some DTD (XMLSchema) is said to conform to the DTD (XMLSchema).
Because XML security is a key requirement, a large number of efforts have been reported dealing with various security standards for XML, such as encryption and signature standards. Access control models and mechanisms have also been widely investigated and several access control systems, specifically tailored to XML, have been developed [18] , [49] , [52] , [71] . A standard access control model, known as XACML, has also been developed [72] which, however, has a limited set of features with respect to those of more advanced data models.
The main requirements toward an access control system for XML derive from the nested structure of XML data and from the main context of use for XML, that is, Web-based environments. The nested structure of XML data calls for a flexible protection object granularity. The system must be able to support a wide spectrum of protection granularity levels, identified on the basis of both the data structure and contents. Examples of protection granularity levels are a single document, a set of documents, an element of a document, and an attribute of a document. Moreover, it must be possible to exploit the intended description provided by a DTD or XMLSchema in the specification of protection objects. For example, it must be possible to specify access control policies at the DTD/XMLSchema level, which apply to all valid documents conforming to that DTD/XMLSchema. To address such requirement, the same techniques proposed for access control in object-based database systems that we discussed in the previous subsection have been adopted. Most of the proposed XML access control models thus provide positive/negative authorizations and explicit/implicit authorizations that can associated with a DTD, a single document, or to specific portions (elements, subelements, attributes) of a document. Authorization propagation, typical of implicit authorization mechanisms, can apply to various types of semantic relationships among protection objects (for instance, element-to-subelement and element-to-attribute/link relationships). With respect to protection objects, however, an important difference between object databases and XML data is that in the former each object is necessarily an instance of some class and, thus, if access control policies are specified at class level, each database object is "covered" by some access control policy. By contrast, in an XML data source, not necessarily each data is an instance of some DTD (or XMLSchema); it may happen, for example, that a source imports XML data for which no DTD (or XMLSchema) is specified. Thus, not every data in an XML source is necessarily covered by some access control policy. If the system uses a closed world access control policy, 6 users may unnecessarily be denied access to some data items. To date, this problem has not been investigated much and the only solutions that have been proposed are those that are part of the Author-X system [14] .
The main context of use for XML data, that is, Web-based environments, introduces a number of requirements against both models and architectures of access control systems. Relevant requirements include flexible subject specifications in terms of credentials and profiles, support for dissemination strategies, and distributed and cooperative 5 . A valid XML data (document) is a data (document) whose syntax is correct.
6. Under a closed world access control policy, a subject is denied access to a data item if there is no authorization for the subject.
updates. However, whereas most of the proposed systems address in some form the first of these requirements, solutions to the other two requirements are largely unexplored. To date, the only solutions that have been reported are those that are part of the Author-X system [14] , which among other features provides flexible credentialbased access control policies and different access control techniques for use under two different data dissemination strategies. In particular, it implements an encryption strategy, based on a hierarchical key management scheme [88] ; this encryption strategy which requires the generation of a number of encryption keys linear in the number of access control policies is used by Author-X in combination with the push dissemination strategy. The Author-X approach to push-based information dissemination strategy is based on encrypting a given document with different keys [18] ; the keys are determined according to the access control policies in such a way as to minimize the number of keys that have to be generated. Such an approach has been recently extended and combined with proxy reencryption schemes for use in content-based publish/subscribe systems [64] . Other notable features of Author-X include support for: distributed cooperative updates through a combination of hash functions, digital signature techniques and digital certificates [21] , specification and enforcement of data flow policies, and third-party data publishing, through the use of the well-known Merkle hash trees [13] . An interesting research issue is to investigate how the above techniques could be extended in order to support applications related to content-data networks in peer-to-peer environments.
PRIVACY-PRESERVING DATA MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
Data represent an important asset. We see an increasing number of organizations that collect data, often concerning individuals, and use them for various purposes, ranging from scientific research, as in the case of medical data, to demographic trend analysis and marketing purposes. Organizations may also give access to the data they own or even release such data to third parties. The number of increased data sets that are thus available poses serious threats against the privacy of individuals and organizations. Because privacy is an important concern, several research efforts have been devoted to address issues related to the development of privacy-preserving data management techniques.
A first important class of techniques deals with privacypreservation when data are to be released to third parties. In this case, data once are released are no longer under the control of the organizations owning them. Therefore, the organizations that are owners of the data are not able to control the way data are used. The most common approach to address the privacy of released data is to modify the data by removing all information that can directly link data items with individuals; such a process is referred to as data anonymization [86] . It is important to note that simply removing identity information, such as names or socialsecurity-numbers, from the released data may not be enough to anonymize the data. There are many examples that show that even when such information is removed from the released data, the remaining data combined with other information sources may link the information to the individuals it refers to. To overcome this problem, approaches based on generalization techniques have been proposed, the most well-known of which is based on the notion of k-anonymity [86] .
A second class of techniques deals specifically with privacy-preservation in the context of data mining. Data mining techniques are very effective today. Thus, even though a database is sanitized by removing private information, the use of data mining techniques may allow one to recover the removed information. Several approaches have been proposed, some of which are specialized for specific data mining techniques, such as tools for association rule mining or classification systems, whereas others are independent from the specific data mining technique. In general, all approaches are based on modifying or perturbing the data in some way; for example, techniques specialized for privacy-preserving mining of association rules modify the data so to reduce the confidence of sensitive association rules. A problem common to most of these techniques is the quality of the resulting database; if data undergo too many modifications, they may not be useful any longer. To address these problems, techniques have been developed to estimate the errors introduced by the modifications [73] ; such estimates can be used to drive the data modification process. A different technique in this context is based on data sampling [32] . The idea is to release a subset of the data, chosen in such a way that any inference that is made from the data has a low degree of confidence. Finally, in the area of data mining, techniques have been developed, mainly based on commutative encryption techniques, whose goals is to support distributed data mining processes on encrypted data [92] . In particular, the addressed problem deals with situations when the data to be mined is contained at multiple sites, but the sites are unable to release the data. The solutions involve algorithms that share some information to calculate correct results, where the shared information can be shown not to disclose private data.
Finally, some preliminary efforts have been reported dealing with database systems specifically tailored to support privacy policies, such as the policies that can be expressed by using the well-known P3P standard [97] . In particular, Agrawal et al. [2] have recently introduced the concept of Hippocratic databases, incorporating privacy protection in relational database systems. In their paper, Agrawal et al. introduce the fundamental principles underlying Hippocratic databases and then propose a reference architecture. An important feature of such an architecture is that it uses some privacy metadata consisting of privacy policies and privacy authorizations stored in privacy-policy tables and privacy-authorization tables, respectively. The privacy policy defines the intended use, the external-recipients, and retention period for each attribute of a table, while the privacy authorization defines the authorized users. The proposed architecture also adds a special attribute, "purpose," to each table, which encodes the set of purposes users, to whom the data are referred, agree with during the data collection process. The Hippocratic database performs privacy checking during query processing. Every query is submitted to the database with its intended purpose. The system first checks if the user who issued the query is present in the set of authorized users for that purpose in the privacy-authorizations table. Next, the system ensures that the query accesses only the fields that are explicitly listed for the query purpose in the privacy-authorizations table. If the query is allowed to run, the system ensures that only records whose purpose attribute includes the query purpose are visible to the query during the execution. It is important to note that purposes are a very different notion with respect to the notion of role, in that purposes characterize data whereas roles characterize users. Moreover, though purposes may be considered a form of data labels and, thus, similar to labels used in MLS DBMSs, recent approaches [30] to purpose-management have some important differences with respect to label-based approaches developed as part of MLS. These approaches support the association of multiple purposes with the same data item and, thus, are not restricted to a single label, and the specification of negative purposes, specifying that certain data items should not be used for a given set of purposes. In their paper, Agrawal et al. also discuss various technical challenges and problems in designing Hippocratic databases, such as efficiency, disclosure, retention, and safety. To date, many of those problems have yet to be addressed.
CHALLENGES-WHY PROTECTING DATABASES IS EVEN MORE DIFFICULT TODAY
Despite the increased focus by research and industry toward improving security of our cyber infrastructures, today the protection of data, entrusted to enterprise information systems, is more challenging than ever. There are several factors underlying this trend. Data security concerns are evolving. In addition to the traditional requirements of data confidentiality, integrity and availability, new requirements are emerging such as data quality [69] , completeness, timeliness, and provenance [35] . In particular, it is important that data be complete, correct, and up-to-date with respect to the external world. The increasing quality of data will make data more valuable. Highly valuable data increases the potential to be gained from unauthorized access and the potential damage that can be done if the data is corrupted. The amount of data is increasingly large: "It is estimated that the amount of information in the world is doubling every 20 months, and the size and number of databases are increasing even faster" [1] . Therefore, protection mechanisms must be able to scale well. We see increasing "disintermediation" 7 in data accesses.
The intermediate information processing steps typically carried out by corporate employees such as typing an order received over the phone are removed. Users who are outside the traditional corporate boundary can have direct and immediate online access to business information which pertain to them. In a traditional environment, any access to sensitive information is through employees. Although employees are not always reliable, at least they are known, their access to sensitive data is limited by their function, and employees violating access policies may be subject to disciplinary action. When activities are moved to the Internet, the environment drastically changes. Today, due also to the offshoring of data management functions and the globalization of business enabled by the Internet, companies may know little or nothing about the users (including, in many cases, employees) accessing their systems and it is more difficult for companies to deter users from accessing information contrary to company policies. Finally, as a result of trends toward ubiquitous computing, data must be available to users anywhere anytime. Because of these increased risks, the adequate protection of information systems, managing and making available large data volumes, is not an option any longer. Not only will damage to the data affects a company's businesses and operations, it could also have legal consequences on companies especially if, as discussed by Schneier [83] , laws were to be promoted enforcing liability of software products and applications. As Schneier argues in his paper, in the very near future insurance companies will move into cyber-insurance and we can certainly expect that "they will start charging different premiums for different security levels." All the above motivations are thus strong drives for the systematic adoption of solutions that are more articulated and comprehensive than the ones available today. Not only must adequate solutions be developed and deployed, but organizations also need to show that they comply with security and privacy requirements. In particular, research efforts need to be devoted on a large number of topics including:
. Data Quality and Completeness. Users increasingly rely on information they find on the Web. This is the case for example of medical information. However, users do not, in general, have guarantees that the data is complete and of acceptable quality. We need techniques and organizational solutions to assess and attest the quality of data. Techniques in this respect may include simple mechanisms such quality stamps that are posted on Web sites. Other techniques include providing more effective integrity semantics verification and the use of tools for the assessment of data quality, based on techniques such as record linkage.
7. The term "disintermediation" means removing the middleman. It is today a popular buzzword used to describe many Internet-based businesses that use the WWW to sell products directly to customers rather than going through traditional retail channels.
Application-level recovery techniques are also needed for automatically repairing incorrect data. . Intellectual Property Rights (IPR). Data in many cases are the results of intellectual activities of individuals and organizations. Questions concerning IPR are thus becoming increasingly relevant. To address some of these concerns, watermarking techniques for relational data have been recently proposed [84] , [85] which can be used to detect IPR violations.
Research is however needed to assess the robustness of such techniques and to investigate different approaches aimed at preventing IPR violations. . Access control and privacy for mobile users. Users will be increasingly mobile and will have a large variety of devices available to them. Moreover, the deployment of computing power and sensors in every-day environments will make it possible for users to be always connected, sometimes without even being aware of it. In such contexts, several issues are relevant. Users will execute many more activities online; information about user identities, profiles, credentials, and permissions will be more frequently required. Such information will need to be secure and reliable; reliable user identification will be increasingly crucial. It is thus important on one side to develop techniques for efficient storage of security relevant information on small devices; a relevant example in this respect is represented by the notion of portable access rights recently proposed by Bykova and Atallah [29] . On the other side, it is important that access control mechanisms be integrated with standards being developed for identity management [57] as well as with trust negotiation techniques [23] . Because large-sized streams of data are generated in such environments, efficient techniques for access control must be devised and integrated with processing techniques for continuous queries. Finally, the privacy of user location data, acquired from sensors and communication networks, must be assured. . Database survivability. This is an important topic which has been largely unexplored, despite its relevance. Survivability refers to the ability of the database system to continue its functions, may be with reduced capabilities, despite disruptive events, such as information warfare attacks. To date, issues related to database survivability have not been investigated much. Liu [58] has proposed four database architectures for intrusion-tolerant database systems that focus on the containment of malicious transactions. Even though this is an important initial step, much more research needs to be devoted to techniques and methodologies assuring database system survivability.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Data security and in particular protection of data from unauthorized accesses remain important goals of any data management system. In this paper, we have outlined research results and practical developments and we have discussed open research issues. The area of database security includes several other relevant topics, such as inference control and statistical database security, for which we refer the readers to [91] and [37] , [38] , respectively. Though these topics have been investigated several years ago, they are still relevant today especially in the context of privacy-preserving techniques. Other relevant issues that we have not covered here include security for GIS data, an increasingly important area for homeland security, for information-grid architectures and for sensor data as well as privacy and security for Web services and the semantic Web [46] . These applications all have interesting and novel security requirements that are still largely unexplored. His research has been sponsored by numerous public and private organizations currently including Intel, the US National Science Foundation, and ARDA. He has provided high-level security consulting services to several private and government organizations. Dr. Sandhu has also served as the principal designer and security architect of TriCipher's identity management appliance which earned the coveted FIPS 140 level 2 rating from NIST.
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